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in THE SJPRE1IE COURT OF SOUTH .-FRICA.

(APPELLATE DIVISION)

In the matter between :

DURBAR DORTH TRADERS LL1TED Appellant

&

COK-TSSIOHLR FOR IHLADD REVENUE Respondent

CQRA1. s- Centlivres C.J., Schreiner, Steyn, Beyers JJ.A. 
et Hall A.j.A.

Heard * 6th Sep. 1956. Delivered s 2? - 9- YY

JUDGMENT

CEHTLIVRES. C.J. I agree with the conclusion arrived at by 

my brother Schreiner. I also agree with his view that snippets 

from the evidence given before the Special Court should not have 

been included in the stated case. At the end of the stated easel 

it is said that the appellants were dissatisfied with the de

cision of the Special Court on the ground "that there was evid- 

"ence from which it could, reasonably be concluded that the pro- .
I

"fits derived from the realisation of the Northway and Broadway 

"properties did not constitute income subject to income tax but 

were of a capital nature." This ground invites this Court 

to examine the evidence and to come to a conclusion of fact 
4 

*
different from the conclusion reached by the Special Court ♦ 
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in other words the appellant is attempting to appeal to this 

Court on a question of fact in spite of Sec* 81 of the Act which 

says that "there shall be no right of appeal against any decision 

"of the Special Court on a question of fact*" Had the appellant 

complaint been that there was no evidence from which the primary 

facts referred to by my brother Schreiner could be found, the 

inclusion of the evidence in the stated case may have been just

ified. X use the word "may" deliberately because I do not 

think that it is necessary, for the purposes of this case to 

give a definite decision on the point.

Where there is no evidence on which a Special Court 

could reasonably have found the primary facts its determination 

may possibly be "erroneous in law" within the meaning of Sec* 81 
I- 

of the Act* If it is, then certain consequences follow. To 

adapt the language used by Innes C. J* in R* v Shein (1925 A*D. 

6 at p* 9) to illustrate what I mean, this Court would set aside 

the determination not as deciding the facts ^tself, but because 

the Special Court had not in its opinion duly discharged the 

judicial duty cast upon it. If on the other hand, there is 

evidence on which the Special Court could reasonably have found 

the primary facts, it would refuse to interfere, not because it 
* 

would have come to the same conclusions itself, but because no



ground existed for Interference with the discharge of a duty 

which the law has entrusted to the Special Court alone*

I refrain from expressing a definite opinion, on the 

point I have discussed not only because I consider that it is 

unnecessary to decide it in this case but also because the 

matter has not been fully argued* I would, for instance, 

have liked to hear argument on the question whether this Court 

was correct in suggesting in Morrison v Commissioner for Inland 

Revenue (195$ (2) S*A* 449 at p* 457). that findings of fact are 

"assailable in a superior court if there was no evidence on 

"which the findings could be properly reached and in Cetol ss 

loner of Taxes v Levy (1952 (2) S.A* 413 at p, 421) that a 

finding of fact could be challenged *in this Court "by showing 

"that it was a finding at which no reasonable person could 

"arrive. "
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SCHREINER J.A. The appellant company, which 1

shall refer to as "the company", appealed to « Special 

^ourt for hearing income tax appeals against an additional 

assessment in respect of taxable Income and income subject 

to super tax for the year ended 30uh June 1349 and pcqin-t 

a revised assessment in respect of the same forms of in

come j.or uhe year ended 30th June 1050« The Special 

B^rt disallowed the company's appeals and it now appeals 

to this Court upon a stated case under the provisions of 

secu^on ^l(l)(b‘) of Act 31 of 1941* The matter th issue 

is whether certain profits m0de by the company on
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the sale of land owned by it wore capital accretions ’on

income

The company was registered as a

private company in July 1929 with a capital of £500 in 

£1 shares, of which 50 were issued, the great majority 

being held by the Durban North Estates Limited, which I 

shall call "the Estates company", and which was the town

ship owner of and carried on the business of selling 

plots in the township of Durban North, which was formed 

about the year 1925* In September 1945 the entire share

holding in the company was bought by a public company 

named Industrial and Commercial Holdings Group Limited, 

which I shall call "I.O.E."; under the then existing law 

the company thereby ceased to ba a private company» In 

March 1946 its capital was Increased to £501 end in 

DI1YNKN December 1946 to £15,001.

The Durban North Township was

formed for residential purposes ano the great majority 

of its plots could only be used for such purposes* Only 

56 plots could be used for either residential or trading 

purposes at the owners' option.

On the 1st February 1230 the

company bought one plot Gio. 1552) carrying trading.

rights/..............
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rights from the Estates company for £2400 and immediately 

erected shops thereon at a cost of £5,600; In 1938 It 

made additions to the shops at a cost of £983; further 

shops were added in 1948 -at a cost of £10,470» The cost 

of the original buildings and the additions was defrayed 

out ^f moneys raised on bond and out of the increase of 

capital. The plot with its shops I shall refer to as 

"the Northway property*" From this plot the company 

derived a rent income which after the final additions 

reached £3000, gross, per annum. The property was sold 

In 1948 at a profit of £16,533. It is this profit which 

is the subject of the additional assessment for the year 

ended 30th June 1949.

The company acquired no land 

other than the Northway property until February 1948 but 
It laid the foundations for its acquisitions from that 

time onwards in September end October 1944 when it obtain

ed two options which gave it the right during the period 

of the war and two years thereafter, tfe 9 years and 

11 months in all, to acquire the remaining 55 plots in 

the township which carried trading rights. It paid the 

Estates company £2500 for the option to purchase 51 of 

the plots axnd it acquired, for what consideration is not 

stated/..............
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stated, the right to acquire the other 4 plots from 

Durban North Construction Limited, another subsidiary of 

the Estates company. Two of the lastmentloned plots had 

old business premises on them but the other two and all 

the 51 covered by the option granted by the Estates com

pany were vacant. During the war the development of the 

township was held up by building control regulations but 

these were relaxed towards the end of the war and by Sep

tember 1945 building had increased considerably,. There 

was a spurt in the sale of plots towards the end of the 

war and the two options constituted a valuable right, on 

account of which I.C.H. paid a heavy premium for the com

pany’s capital.

/s
The building control regulation 

were further relaxed in the year 1948 and on the 3rd Feb

ruary of that year the company exercised its option to 

acquire from the Estates company three nlots at a price 

of £450 each; it immediately resold one plot to each of 

two banks st the price of £2000 per plot and onejt^ 

organisation called the M.O.T.H.’s at the price of £750, 

the difference between the buying and the selling prices 

totalling £3400. The nett profit was £2,265 - 18 - 3 

which the company returned 93 income for the year endeA. 
J 

30th/..............
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30th June 1943 and on which it paid tax without objec

tion *

On the 8th June 1949 the company 

exercised its option to purchase plots 2399, 2400 end 

2401 with the intention of erecting shops thereon- These 

three plots together constitute what I shall call "the 

Broadway property". Building operations were begun 

forthwith and leases were entered into which would bring 

in over £3000, gross. The total cost to the company 

of the Broadway property as improved was £19,399. lit» 6. 

The buildings were not complete when the company received 

an offer of £29,500 for the property, which it accepted 

on the 15th February 1950, thereby making a profit of 

£9, 347. This profit is the subject of the revised 

assessment for the year end^Soth June 1950.

From November 1950 until June 1951 

the company sold some 16 other plots at prices much higher 

than it paid for them. Tn respect of some of these the 

option to acquire them was exercised months or even years 

before the resale but in respect of more than half the 

purchase and resale took place on the same day.

The question whether the profit^ 

made on the Northway and B^zadway properties were income 
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or capital profits must be answered in the light of the 

company's memorandum of association and in tko light of 

its activities generally» The company’s objects clause 

is of the type that details almost every conceivable 

human activity but we were referred, in particular, to 

Paragraph (f) of the clause, whicu reads - " To build on, 

"improve, develop, let, lease or otherwise deal with any 

"land or buildings from time to time acquired or held by 

"tho Company, and to dispose of the same in such manner 

’’□nd on such terms as may seem expedient in the Company’s 

"interests." Paragraph (1) of the clause authorises the 

company to purchase and para< rapb (V) authorIses it to sell 

inter alia immovable property; pat’s graph (g) also authorises 

the sale of the whole or any part of the assets* Some 

argument was addressed to us on the construction of para

graph (f) but it is clear that the company had all th© 

powers it required to carry on what is commonly called 

land-jobbing l.e., buying and selling land to make a 

profit; it also had the power to improve and. lease land 

and buildings. It was admitted before the special court 

that the company's activities were all penermsd pursuant 

to paragraph (f). The company was a land company

empowered to hold land and obtain an Income 

letting it but also empowered to deal in land 

en^/
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and obtain an income through selling it et 9 profit. 

When one turns to the activities

of the company, which disclose the policy which it was 

pursuing and the intention with which its transactions 

were carried out, it rust be observed that the special 

case bristles with passages recording that 'Lt was stated 

"in evidence that............. " Such passages enabled counsel 

for the appellant to submit that the special court had 

found that what was stated in evidence was a fact. That 

submission is wholly untenable; there arc instances, some 

of which relate to important issues, in which, though 

there is a passage in thp special case reciting that some^ 

uhlng was stated in evidence, the judgment annexed to the 

special case sboxrs that the very opposite was found by the 

special court. The special court in terms of section 

81(1) has bo "state a case setting forth the facts." The 

facts to be set forth are those facts> admit L^d or tor 

other reasons found by the special court, which are con

sidered by It to be relevant to the question of liability 

to tax* That something was stated in evidence may be 

important in the proof of facts before the special court, 

but it is not itself a fact timt :vTr relevance cn 

appeal* Whero the legal error complained of by the

dissatisfied/..............
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dissatisfied party Is that there was no evidence to 

support the findings off the spacial court this In mý view 

means t^at on the primary facts found by the special 

court the factual Inferences or conclusions could not 

reasonably be supported.

In the case of Commissioner of 

Taxes v* Levy (1952(2) S.A. 413), the relative statutory 

provisions envisaged a trial action in the High Court 

of Southern- Rhodesia* Consequently where it wns con

tended on appeal that a certain finding of fact was one 

that could not reasonably be arrived at, this Court had 

to consider the evidence itself. But that does not apply 

to an appeal based on a stated case. Such a procedure 

<K.
provides for tire statement of facts agreed to by the par

ties or, as here, found by a person or body entrusted 

with the duty of stating the facts, in order that the law 

may be applied to the facts so stated.(Cf.Stroud S.V* 

special erase)»

The proper form of a stated case 

under the 1914 Income Tax Act was explained by INNES C.J* 

In the Booyaens case,1918 A.D. 576 at page 599,as follows: 

"Section 25 authorises the submission of a question of 

"law for the decision of the Provincial Division. And it 

"follows that the f«cts, in connection with which the 

nqu*estl^n/............
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"question of law arises, are to be found and stated' by 

"the special court, a number of facts were so stated/

" but they were evidently considered insufficient, because 

"by consent of parties the proceedings before the special 

"court was annexed and Incorporated in the case. That 

"proceeding was irregular/ and should be avoided in future. 

"All the facts necessary for the determination of the legal 

"question, whether found by the Court or admitted by the 

"parties/ should be set out but the evidence upon which

" those facts, or any of them depended should not be

A
"detailed*" Though there have been changed in the 

appeal provisions since 1914 the essential nature of the 

procedure has remained the same* 
i

X So, dealing with a substantially 

identical procedure in England, the Commissioners taking 

the place of ouf special court, ROWLATT J., whose exper

ience In Income tax e^ses matters was unrivalled, said 

in Michael Fara day,Rogers and Eller v. Carter (11 T.C.

565 at page 572^ "The Court cannot entertain an appeal 

"upon a question of fact and it cannot entertain what I 

"may call an original jurisdiction upon questions of fact; 

"that is to say, it is not within the power of the Coimnls-...

"sloners/........... ,
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"-sioners to state the evidence for and against in the 

"form of a summing up and then ask the Court to step into 

"their place and decide what is the true conclusion of 

«fact...... when the Commissioners set out all the facts 

"It is in order that the Court may see whether there is 
j *

"any evidence to support their findings of fact or, if It 

"is a question of a legal inference, whether tne proper 

"legal inference has been drawn> or whether th^y have 

"gone wrong on any p®s?t of law; and ver$r often it is a 
"very right thing for the Commissioners themselves to set 

"out the facts rather than come to a conclusion which may 

"be regarded as a conclusion of fact looked at in one; way 

"but which may have embodied in it a conclusion of law 

"also* That is what was meant by LORD JUSTICE FARWELL 

"when” (in Nev; Zealand Shipping Co. v* Stephens, 5 T.C. 

553) ”he deprecated stating people out of court In the 

"form*of a finding of fact which wqs really a conclusion 

"of law."

The primary facts may, and some© 

times should, be stated fully, but, however closely the 

statement of f^cts may folio?/ th© evidence, it Is as a 

statement of facts and not as a recital of evidence that

it/......
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it finds a proper place in a stated case. This view is, 

I think, inherent in what wgs said by VISCOURTT SIMON in 

Bomford v, Osborne (1942 A-C. 14 at page 22), "No doubt , 

"there are many cases in which commissioners, having had 

"proved or admitted before them a series of facts, may 

"deduce therefrom further conclusions of pure fact, but 

"In such cases the determination in point of lev/ is that 

"the facts proved or admitted provide evidence to support 

"the Commissioners' conclusions. I think It would tend to

"clearness...... if Commissioners in suc^l/case/ as this 

"would state that the question of law is whether the facts 

"found or admitted can support their further conclusions 

"of fact."

In the present appeal the 

special case states that the company complains of an orror 

of l°w "on the grounds that there was evidence from which 

"It could reasonably be concluded that the profits derived 

"from the realisation of the Northway and Broadway proper- 

"ties did not constitute Income subject to income tax but 

"were of a capital nature*" This statement of the com

pany's complaint was obviously inadequate*

It is true that passages can be

found in judgments dealing with Income tax appeals In

vfi'.c h/......
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which expression3 ?re used such rs "the rinding could not 

"UK reasonably be reached on the evidence." Eut, so far 

as I sm aware, where the procedure is by wa stated case, 

"the evidence" means the facts stated to have been admitted 

/or proved.

Good illustrations of this comron

usage are to he found in the speeches in Edwards v» Er*r- 

gtow (1955 (3) A.E.R. 43^» Am page 53 VIoj‘Oj.1? Ja. °1 Jp, 

after stating that, whatever language is usod in describing 

the best to b$ applied, the appeal had to b* allowed, pro

ceeds, "For it is universally conceded th-t, though it ‘Is 

"a pure finding of fact, it may be set acids on grounds 

"which have been ^stated In various ways but are, 1 thibk, 

"fairly ju^rsrtsod by saying that the court should, >?© 

"that course If it appears tbrt the Commissioners hove 

"acted without any evidence, or on n vj ew th^ f^cts

"which could not reasonably be entertrined♦' It is for this 

to
"reason that 1 thought it right be set out the whole of 

/th0 facta ’vore by the Commissioners In this

"case.* For having set them out and having read and rc- 

"read them with p’.ny ’’oslre tn -u" sort the determination 

"if it c-n reascn-bly be supported, find myself quite 

"unnole to do so. The primary facts as they are sonie-

"times/.....
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"-times called do not, in my opinion/ justify the

"Inference or conclusion which the Commissioners have 

"drawn; not only do they not justify It but they lead 

"irresistibly to the opposite inference or conclusion. " 

And at page 57 LORD RADCLKFE says, "But, without any such 

"misconception appearing ex facie, it may be that the— 

"facts found aro such that no person acting judicially and 

"properly instructed as to the relevant law could have come

"to the determination under appeal. ....I do no: t^nk 

"that it much matters whether this state of affairs Is 

/described as one in which there is no evidence to.support 

"the determination or es one in which th? evidence 

"consistent with,and contradictory of, the determj.nation, 

"or as one in which the true and only reasonable con- 

"elusion contradicts the determination." Uy italics).

After this perhaps unduly lengthy 

discussion of the matter, it suffices oo say th«t the 

quotations from the evidence to wnlch i have referred 

should not have appeared ln the 

special/.. ...........
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special case and must be disregarded.

What the special court found in 

regard to the activities of the company generally appears 

from the following extract from the judgment:-" The 

"business of the company was to acouire land and in some 

"cases to Improve it and let it, in other cases to Improve 

"it and sell it, and in other cases to sell it as vacant 

"land. The company performed all these operations from 

"time to time and made profits or derived income from the 

"same. It was never the business of the company solely to 

"acquire land in order to improve it and to let it for an 

"Income.” The judgment then analyses the various pur

chases and sales of lots which I have already mentioned 

v 
and deals with the Northway and Bo^adway properties on 

the lines that it is not possible to separate them out 

from the series of transactions which show that the com

pany was trading in land as its stock in trade.” In this 

"case," the judgment proceeds,” the appellant company had 

"a double object in purchasing land. One was to improve 

"the lend and to let it. The other was to sell the land 

"either improved or unimproved. At one time it may have 

"had the object of deriving an income by letting thejtwo *- 

"properties/......



"prrp^rties kno^n as ’■ortbway and Broadway, but at another 

"date it dec iced to bring these properties Into stock with 

"its other properties which it was purchasing for resale at 

"a profit and it did so.............. In view of t>e very large 

"number of transactions of purchase which the appellant 

i
"entered into it is manifestly Impossible for the appellant 

"company to centend that in respect of some of the proper- 

"ties it had a single object, to lot for rent only, whereas 

"in respect of the others it had a double object, or the 

"object of selling at a profit. "

It was contended on behalf of the 

company that the'special court had no right, in deciding 

whether the Northway and Bo-radway profits were taxable, to 

have reg3ï< to the ti^nsactlons of the company from November 

1950 to June 1951. Relin^ce was placed upon r passage tn 

the Judgment of GRES G.J, in Commissioner for inland

Re-venue v* Paul (1956(3)5.A.335), where siort shrift was 

given to an argu^-t advanced for the Commies loner that the 

intention of the taxpayer in buying land which he subsequent 

ly sold could be guaged from the fact that five years later 

he entered Into a speculative land venture ulth other per- 

if 
aons* But the question of the admissibility of the evidence

of/.....
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of the subsequent transaction was not considered; the evi

dence was disregarded because it was wholly locking In co

gency. 7q were also referred to dec isions on tho admisslol- 

lity in otl er branches of t* e law of evidence of similar but 

Unconnected facts. It is unnecessary for present purposes 

bo decide how far the special court would be obliged to 

observe such a rule of evidence; it is sufficient to say

that all the activities of the company that. were considered 

by the special court were relevant to tl? question what the 

company's p'blicy was in acquiring and disposing of the 
I

Northway and Bo-^adway pr^pertl^s and were rightly taken 
A

into account.

I read the passages in tho judg

ment of the special court which I have quoted as amounting 

to findings of fact that, although buildings were erected 

on the. NorthwaJ property and profitably lob for a number of 

years and although the practice of letting bod begun to bo 

put into operation in respect of the new buildings on the 

Broadway property, the policy throughout In respect of both 

properties wag twofold - to let while that was the most pro

fitable course and to sell when circumstances pointed io tha^t 

as the best method of making a profit. Ik^y were alternative 

ways of carrying on the company's business which was a 

single business of turning lend to account. Counsel for

I
the/..............
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the appellant did not challenge the view that the special 

court had found that the policy of the company included 

selling th© Northway and Broadway properties, should that 

appear to be, commercially# the host course, but he con

tended that this finding was bad in law because# in the 

language of LORD RADCLIFFE in Edwards v* Pairstow, ïtfe 

page 57, "the true and only reasonable con- 

"elusion" was that the two properties were acquired and 

held for letting, and only happened to be sold because, 

without special solicitation or th© company's part, very 

tempting offers were made to it which it would have been 

absurd not to accept. Counsel for the Commissioner pointed 

out that there is no filnding, because it seems there was 

no evidence, regarding the particular reasons 'why the 

Noi’uhway property was purchased* It was# he argued# not 

a case of investing surplus funds, for tv'c company had 

none, and it was not s case of erecting a building to servo 

as the company's beadquarters. There 'was a Jmte lapse of 

tImo before the sale took plsce but that, ne contended, 

might be explainable by the circumstances that the township 

took a long time to get into its stride as a profit-making 

enterprise and that wartime restrictions supervened* In

the/..............
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the case of the Broadway prorerty it was pointed out

that there was no appreciable lapse of time to support the

argument that it was acquired for holding and letting and

not for resale* This transac tion wes therefore, so it vias

North 
argued, aven more obviously than in the case.of the

way property, merely an example of a profitable deal in

the course of turning land to account*

It is necessary to weigh in nice

scales these arguments as to the proper Inferences to be 

drawn from what the company did with the properties. It

is sufficient to say that the inferences depended on mat

ters of degree and that the special court's conclusions 

could reasonably be arrived at upon the primary facts 

found by it. It is accordingly unnecessary in my view 

to express any opinion upon the detailed analysis of 

certain recent decisions of this Court which was presented

to us by counsel for the appellant.

The appeal is .dismissed with

costs.

fLt w'y r J j J vAv.

A
Beyers,, J.A.

is^^EsaaL*


